poems, yet readers are likely to receive the impression that they are deliberately formed for visual effect. «Landscape With the Fall of Icarus» is such a poem-there seems to be an isomorphism between the poem's visual and verbal icons, as well as structural correspondence to the Brueghel painting. I will first explain how I believe Williams carved the shape of this poem with careful attention to graphic design and verbal structure, and then discuss reader strategies for perceiving and responding to the poem.
Williams, known to us primarily as a poet, was very much involved in the visual arts. His mother had been an artist, and Williams even remarks: «I had a strong inclination all my life to be a painter. Under different circumstances I would rather have been a painter than to bother with these goddamn words. I never actually thought of myself as a poet but I knew I had to be an artist in some way.»' In the Selected Essays he explained: «had it not been that it was easier to transport a manuscript than a wet canvas, the balance might have been tilted the other way.»2 Williams Brueghel .»' Williams records details from Brueghel's paintings in ways that reflect their visual importance. Avoiding embellishment, Williams, nevertheless, through the structure of the poems comments upon Brueghel's vision. The landscapes appealed to him as scenes of human activity which frequently reveal an ironical view of vanity or suffering. Brueghel's paintings stood as models for the poet, who in his later work turned away from objects to human concerns, and mastered «the technique of making subjective comment without didacticism.»'
In «Landscape With the Fall of Icarus,» the second poem in the volume, Williams created a work modeled on the visual techniques of the painting. That Williams admires Brueghel's vision is clear from the stylistic isomorphism between poem and painting. I would like to substantiate these comments with an analysis of correspondent structures within the poem and the painting.
The landscape, attributed to Peter Brueghel the Elder, is the only painting by Brueghel with a mythological subject; the source is generally believed to be the Ovid account (Metamorphoses VIII). Despite its title, the painting appears to give little attention to Icarus. Brueghel chose the moment of drowning; only Icarus' legs and the fingers of his right hand are visible above the surface of the water, and these are tiny details within the large and busy landscape. They might be missed by the viewer if not for the title and the painterly devices that combine to call attention to Icarus.
The sun is not high (as one might expect from the myth) but low on the horizon and it casts a luminous glow over the landscape.' The left and right corners of the painting are quite dark yet each contains a lighted object. The smaller object on the left is barely discernible, the head of an aged man lying in the bushes, neither distinctly dead nor alive. The point of contrast on the right is the legs striking the surface of the water. Icarus, then, is a bright point in a dark corner, but it is significantly the bottom right hand corner of the painting, the point of greatest weight, where the eye naturally settles (given our tendency to be right-eyed, right-handed, right-footed). Brueghel uses color and line to insure the eye's movement toward the point. In the center of the landscape there is a large figure, the youthful plower, wearing a bright red shirt. In a direct diagonal line from the plower to the right corner is another but smaller bright red spot, the hair of a fisherman. It appears unnaturally red for hair and would seem to have been selected precisely to draw the eye towards the legs of Icarus located just above but off the coast. A small promontory juts out from the shore to the left of Icarus, pointing as it were to the legs. This jutting land and the fisherman's hair are equally distant from the legs, so that the three points form a triangle, with each point illumined (the legs white, white sheep at the shore, the fisherman's white shirt), further insuring attention to the right corner. The inscription, «Land-scape With The Fall Of Icarus,» also functions to direct the viewer to the presence of Icarus.
As in many of Brueghel's landscapes, the entire scene is dominated by diagonal movement from left to right and downward to the lower right hand corner. In this particular painting the shoreline marks the division into triangles. Although the noun «Icarus» occurs in the title and in the first and last stanzas, which are marked positions, it is not given a syntactically prominent role; it is never placed in the subject position of a main clause. Syntactic structures contribute to a tone of reportorial neutrality. Even the closing sentence, «this was / Icarus drowning,» because of its surface resemblance to the earlier, apparent parallel constructions, «it was spring» and «there was a splash,» takes on their neutrality. The final sentence, in its underlying structure, Icarus was drowning, is actually parallel to the sentences of stanzas 2-5, beginning with «a farmer was ploughing.» Either by its surface or underlying structure, then, the final sentence is linked to all previous sentences, which contributes to its closing force.
In like manner, the word «drowning» is a final token of the morphological patterning that pervades the poem. Beginning with the opening line, we find «According,» «ploughing,» «tingling,» «sweating.» Even «spring» and «wings'» could be considered pseudo-gerunds. Concluding the series, «drowning» surprises us with its serious consequence. Williams The landscape is neutral with respect to Icarus, the reader a lone observer (painter and writer notwithstanding) whose attention to the event is manipulated by structural devices. Despite the neutral tone, one takes from the poem, as from the painting, an impression of human insensitivity, if not irresponsibility. Williams uses a similar juxtapositioning of items in the landscape to invite comparison and evaluation. Williams calls it a spring landscape, but that season is not unambiguously signalled in the painting. There are no new-born lambs, the trees are full, and in Europe ploughing in the autumn is common. Still, he has read the symbols correctly-that the ploughing and the fullness of the landscape contrast with the fall and death. In such a peopled scene is it possible that no one notices that fall? The answer is yes, it is possible, if the people are totally preoccupied with themselves. It is surely not coincidental that the word «concerned,» which introduces into the poem features of volition and judgement, occurs alone as the center of the poem (line 11).
Concluding the sentence, stanza 5 contains a syntactic pivot. The suns looks both ways. It establishes a connection between the pageantry, «sweating in the sun,» and the boy: «sun / that melted/ the wings' wax.» Each of the following stanzas has a similarly functioning pivotal item. In stanza 6 involvement. By its meaning and its form-the negative prefix «un»-it is further connected to the pivotal adverbial in the final stanza: «quite unnoticed.» Since negatives indicate that something might have been the case, is a possibility at the very least, by their very inclusion these adverbials raise crucial questions." To whom was it not significant, by whom was it not noticed? That Williams intended us to think about these inherent questions is indicated by the prominence he gave to the two adverbials typographically. «Unsignificantly» is the longest word; «quite unnoticed» occurs in the longest line in the poem. Parallel form urges us to link the two in our minds. Given its self-concern, the pageantry does not notice and, therefore does not assign significance to the tragedy of Icarus drowning.
But the event is foregrounded for the reader by all of the devices pointed to above. This was Icarus drowning. When Williams uses the demonstrative pronoun to switch at the very end of the poem to the reader's perspective, bringing the event close up front, he draws a distinction between the reader and the pageantry. It is analogous to the distinction that Brueghel creates between the viewer and the persons in the landscape. The ploughman and the shepherd are in profile (as is the partridge), as for the fisherman, we see the back of his head, tilted downward as he tends his rod. No one faces Icarus or the viewer. Brueghel's use of profile and avoidance of the frontal view seem to have a symbolic function, to prevent the viewer from making an identification with the figures in the landscape. Meyer Shapiro says of the use of the profile in paintings that it is «like the grammatical form of the third person, the impersonal 'he' or `she'..while the face turned outwards is credited with intentness, a latent or potential glance directed to the observer, and corresponds to the role of 'I' in speech, with its complementary 'you.'» He explains that «the profile face is detached from the viewer and belongs with the body in action (or in an intransitive state) in a space shared with other profiles on the surface of the image.»" Like the painting it emulates, the poem urges the (Fall, 1981 -Spring, 1982 reader to take notice and to consider the fall of Icarus, not to identify with «the pageantry.» Numerous structural and stylistic analogues suggest that Williams wanted the reading of the poem to open up to the reader the same possibilities as does the painting. He may have understood that the perceiving of poems and paintings is not as different as was earlier believed. It is now widely held that the procdssing of language involves both temporal and spatial pattern recognition, just as the viewing of a painting involves complex eye movements, successive glances being integrated over time. The spatial medium is experienced through a sequential, temporal process much akin to reading a poetic text." In both instances there is glancing and eye movement influenced by the visual elements of design of the object perceived. The two systems do not symbolize in radically different ways. In both systems, design involves learned features and conventions. Consider Brueghel's use of the rectangular frame, Williams' maintaining a left-justified margin.
The Icarus poem was designed to emphasize graphic features, to encourage its reading as a landscape. Looking at the printed page as a whole, the reader receives a global impression and will very likely perceive a vertical image. In grasping the overall image we are not necessarily aware of the abstract details that provide cues. The relatively short lines group into seven visually similar triadic stanzas that may be interpreted as a linked series forming a vertical. According to Hellerstein, «The direction of lines on the page can evoke primordial archetypes, gestures or attitudes: the vertical as descent or ascent....»" In reading the poem, the mind's eye progresses rapidly down the page, in a plummeting movement sympathetic with the gravitational pull on Icarus, whose fall is signalled by the semantic text: «Fall» in the title, «fell» in the first stanza, and finally «drowning.» Verbal cues in the poem stir our visual memory, calling forth features of a generally shared visual code, resulting in our recognition of an isomorphism between global image and semantic motif.
Various features of the poem's construction combine to influence the pace of reading as steady and rapid, rather than slow. Some of the devices are obvious, as for instance, the complete lack of punctuation. A downward movement is encouraged by the progression within stanzas from a relatively long first line to shorter second and third lines. Syntactic enjambments, both within and more importantly between stanzas, ensure a steady pace across potential pause markers. The only strong pauses occur in stanza one where Left embedded sentences, in which modifiers interrupt the subject and predicate (as is characteristic of Henry James' style) get longer pauses (length of time fixations) than do right embedded sentences.
Right embedded texts are easier to read, indeed, are read faster. 22 There are no left embedded structures in the poem, all modifiers are right branching and thus contribute to forward movement in the reading. Williams' repetitive use of the verbal be (another high frequency vocabulary item), either as the main verb or as tense marker in the verb phrase, also contributes to ease of reading. The second pattern with its gerunds seems to imitate the equative function of the copula, the verbal activity serving to define or characterize its subject noun phrase.
At Contextual constraints, by reducing uncertainty, encourage semantic integration of clausal units. Hirsch stresses the importance of what he calls thematic tags, «explicit verbal representation of many implicit meanings.»25 «Fall,» «spring,» are such tags occurring early in the poem. They provide the reader with expectations about the text as a whole, and serve as anchor points for integrating subsequent items linked with the contrast and irony of death in a flourishing landscape. There are, however, structures that resist easy integration. I have observed several groups of undergraduate and graduate students hesitate over the «whole pageantry of the year,» a metaphor clarified by successive predicates, each increasing the assignment of human characteristics. The «pageantry» seems not to get fully integrated until the reader comes to terms with «concerned with itself.» Some readers who fail to take note of «pageantry,» must later pause to find the referent for «itself.» These two units are by far the points of greatest difficulty for readers. While I think the poem was deliberately designed to permit reading at a steady and rather rapid rate, I think these are intentional 'bumps.' It is surely not coincidental that at the very center of the poem, with «concerned,» Williams introduces another thematic tag. The language of the poem shifts from largely concrete terms to abstract structures.
There is a high intercorrelation between concreteness and lack of prefix. When Williams shifts focus he uses abstract terms marked with prefixes, first «concerned,» then «unsignificantly,» and «un-noticed.» «Concerned with itself» serves as an anchor for «un-significantly off the coast,» and «a splash quite unnoticed,» linking up with them to suggest something about the role of relevance in human perception.
Moving through the poem, a reader acts on verbal and visual How readers actually process texts, or would respond to this particular poem, is very much an empirical matter. Many of the assumptions made in the preceding discussion are subject to corroboration: that the poem is structured so as to foreground certain elements, some items being structurally more prominent; that the ironic juxtaposition of death in a busy landscape is central to the poem's message; that subjective judgement is conveyed regarding the lack of human response in the landscape; that the vertical visual image functions as a sign, not just an incidental design feature; that the shape is suited to the poem.
With (2) order the texts according to your preferences, using number 1 for your first choice, and indicate the numbers on the texts. Hereafter you may refer to them by number. (3) do you find any of the typesettings pleasing? explain: (4) do you find any of the typesettings displeasing? explain: (5) in the text that you assigned number 1, underline the words or phrases that you believe most clearly express the meaning of the poem: Additional comments would be welcome:
The questionnaire was designed to gather objective indications of internal and subjective processes. The questions yielded data that can be tallied and studied for patterns of agreement between readers, as well as longer and more complex verbal responses that complement the numerical data. Although question (5) does not specifically ask for an interpretation, readers volunteered interpretations in the additional comments section, or on the reverse side of the questionnaire.
To aviod biasing the responses, questions did not identify specific graphic features. Question (1) elicited response regarding the general importance of graphic variation. Most readers judged the texts to be the same poem despite variation: 14 9 Comments from readers in each category exposed their reasoning.
Positive responses usually expressed the opinion that since words (or text) were the same, meaning remained constant. A typical response was: «Yes, the words and interpretations were the same.» Not all «yes» responses were as definite: «Yes. But, I think the typesetting and arrangement is very important to the stress and emphasis on the words in general. This can cause a different interpretation in many poems.» Negative responses gave more importance to visual features: «No. Even though the words are the same they differ in the way they would be read. The variations of outline change the rhythm of the lines, puts emphasis on different words Questions (2), (3) and (4) elicited further responses regarding graphic features and preferences of shape, justification, and type size. One would expect the rating assigned by a respondent in question (2) to be reflected in the response to (3) and (4) Twenty-four persons ranked VL as 1, four persons ranked it as 6; while ten persons ranked HC as 1, twenty-four persons ranked it as 6. It is somewhat easier to see the gradation of preferences by converting the rank frequencies to overall averages for each textual version. For the conversion to averages, ranks 1, 2, 3 were treated as positive numbers, + 5, + 3, and + 1; while ranks 4, 5, 6 were negatives -1, -3, -5. One can see a general preference for verticality over horizontality for the poem. This is corroborated by the responses to questions (3) and (4) . The data are combined for these questions: The numerical data for the three questions suggest a very strong preference for the original poem (VL), and a very strong negative response to the HC version combining horizontality with uppercase letters. It does not define as clearly preferences for justification and type independent of the vertical/ horizontal variable (see n. 28). The explanations readers gave for questions (3) and (4) provide fascinating material about the way readers make connections between form and meaning. Statistical data allow us to point to consensus, but the explanations reflect the great variation Let me begin with comments about justification. Many readers commented on right margin justification in question (4) , finding it displeasing for a number of reasons: «HR, VR. You have to search for the beginning of the line. This makes it hard to read»; «VR since it appears to be backwards, has the effect of unsettling the reader. He finds himself mentally attempting to move the lines to the left where they customarily appear.» Readers who disliked the right justification considered left justification conventional practice and showed resistance to new forms. But other readers marked in question (3) that they found right justification pleasing: «VR, because it was something new, it was easy to determine if words rhymed. The focus of attention is on the end of each stanza»; «VR. The poem doesn't seem to be all crowded together and the right hand margin being straight instead of the left one gives a different look and refreshing change to the ordinary look of a poem.» There were many reactions to the uppercase versions. While few readers found them pleasing, there were some: «HC. The sentences are in a nice flowing form, giving you a main idea about the poem. The letters all being capitalized give you the notion that all lines were meant to be as important as the next»; «VC, capitals-catches your attention more quickly.» Most responses were in question (4) and were strongly negative. Readers found the uppercase letters inappropriate: «HC, it reminds me of a death notice you would find in a file in a police station»; «VC, HC. The poems with all capital letters. They tend to be bold without feeling»; «VC, HC all capitals looked like some sort of office memo»; «VC, HC. Using all capital letters-they are all the same size-it appears that all the words are of equal value. I don't think they are. It is necessary that certain words stand out, and in these two poems, they don't.» Respondents acknowledged that the uppercase letters were distracting, were dense and more difficult to read: «HC. The letters are so large and close together that it is somewhat difficult to read.» The combination of features in HC drew the most attention in response to question (4) (3) for the vertical versions, finding them easier to read and sensing that the vertical format was compatible with the meaning of the poem. On verticality and reading, representative comments were: «easier to read words on shorter lines, easier to find the start of lines»; «VC, VL, VR can judge sentences. Can see the meaning clearer (words not run together)»; «The poem is already broken into easily readable phrases»; «VL the poem that flows the best. It takes each topic first spring, the farmer, etc. and uses it for one verse. This makes the poem more readable and understandable»; «Yes, I find typesettings VL and VC pleasing because they are easier to read and the forms allowed me to comprehend more of the poem during the first reading»; «VL. Easy to follow. You like to 'size' up a poem before reading it. If the stanzas are arranged instead of just one stanza, then it is easier to comprehend.» Other comments focused on the poeticality of the vertical versions, and even specifically mentioned compatibility of form and meaning: «Yes, VC, VL, VR. Because the lines are short and many stanzas are used. It looks more pleasing to the eye»; «VR, VC, VL. They have a sense of unity. In the responses to question (5) , readers showed considerable agreement about which words in the poem most clearly express the meaning. That they discriminated between words is indicated by the variation in frequencies for words, ranging from , and the relatively low per person rates. Out of a possible range of 0-56 (the total number of words in the poem), the median response was 18 underlinings, the mean 19.5. I believe the pattern of the underlinings reflects the structural importance and prominence of words, and can help us to understand the process by which readers arrive at meaning. Although the underlinings were assigned just after reading, I think they reflect That other readers are responding with the same thoughtfulness and to structural cues, can be seen in the reproduction of the poem with frequencies above words in Figure 1 . It is also clear that most readers underlined entire lines or phrases rather than isolated words. This clustering of underlinings explains why function words like «to,» «of,» «in,» get higher frequencies than would be expected, but lower scores than bounding nominals. For instance, while readers considered the entire line important, some respondents discriminated by underlining «splash» and «un-noticed» rather than the whole sequence «a splash quite unnoticed.» Similarly for frequency patterns for words within «the edge of the sea» and «sweating in the sun.» Also pointing to differentiation on the part of readers, is the assignment of variant frequencies to tokens of words which occur more than once in the poem. Readers underlined words with respect to their meaning and function in context.
Scanning Figure 1 for high frequencies, we find «Icarus fell» and «spring» the outstanding items in stanza 1. Despite its being subordinated, «Icarus fell» is considered to be important. This suggests that the title, indeed, directs the reader's attention. I would myself have expected higher frequencies in the first line, and it may be the case that other, perhaps more sophisticated readers would see Williams' tribute as more important. In stanza 2, «whole pageantry» is relatively high, perhaps because of its metaphoric representation of the peopled scene. «awake tingling» in stanza 3 characterizes its condition. In stanza 4, «sea» is the outstanding item, anticipating the drowning, within a high word group: «edge of the sea /concerned with itself.» The high frequencies here may suggest that the stanza is important as it introduces with the word «concerned» the notion of human consciousness and will. «sweating» and «sun,» and «melted,» «wings' wax» are relatively important within stanza 5, but for an outstanding frequency we move on to stanza 6. «unsignificantly» is the item of importance in that stanza of only 6 words-it is the longest word in the shortest stanza. The seventh stanza has frequencies ranging from 44-72. «splash» receives the highest frequency in the poem, 72, perhaps because it is the only action that locates a specific instant in time.
My interpretive remarks are, of course, speculative. Still, there are undeniable patterns in the responses. Supporting the general stylistic claim of opening and closing markedness for poems, the data shows readers making this judgement of relative importance for Williams' poem. A ranking of words by their frequencies in Table 6 reveals a group that we may call the most salient. Ranks 1-6 are all drawn from stanza 7; ranks [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] are drawn from stanzas 1 and 7, but for the word «sea» from stanza 4. Thus, of the top 13 ranks, all but one word are drawn from the initial and final stanzas of the poem. A frequency profile of the poem, Figure 2 , shows visually the opening and closing markedness. We see, especially, the salience of the closure, where Williams provides a strong resolution, as the fall introduced in the title and stanza 1 is completed in the «splash» and «drowning» of the final stanza. st. 6 st. 7 "drowning" 
